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ABSTRACT

This article seeks to address the gap between the quantitative, summative data that are typically engaged in geovisual
analytics and the more personal, experiential ways of knowledge construction accentuated by qualitative GIS. By incor-
porating diverse forms of data within a high-dimensional conceptual framework, we set out a type of qualitative geo-
visual analytics. This approach is attentive to the epistemological limitations of singular data sources and highlights
the multiple ways of exploring neighbourhoods. The article reports on a project that used an online survey, including
collection of personal impressions of San Diego neighbourhoods based on street-level video. Three attribute spaces are
conceptualized: survey respondents’ characteristics, attributes of San Diego neighbourhoods, and characteristics of the
words used to describe these neighbourhoods. The self-organizing map (SOM) technique was used to reduce the dimen-
sionality of these attribute spaces for visual exploration. This approach makes several important contributions, including
a demonstration of ‘‘scaling up’’ the work that has been done in qualitative GIS. It productively integrates experiential
data with a geovisual analytics approach and reaffirms the multiple meanings of visualization.

Keywords: geovisual analytics, visualization, qualitative data, attribute spaces, San Diego, neighbourhoods

RÉSUMÉ

Cet article vise à combler l’écart entre les données sommatives quantitatives qui servent habituellement en analyse géo-
visuelle et les façons plus personnelles et expérientielles de construire le savoir mis en évidence par les SIG qualitatifs. En
intégrant diverses formes de données dans un cadre conceptuel à hautes dimensions, nous établissons un type d’analyse
géovisuelle qualitative. Cette approche tient compte des limites épistémologiques des sources de données uniques et met
en évidence les multiples façons d’explorer les quartiers. L’article présente un rapport dans le cadre duquel les chercheurs
ont utilisé un sondage en ligne, y compris la collecte d’impressions personnelles de quartiers de San Diego basés sur des
vidéos tournées au niveau de la rue. On conceptualise trois espaces représentatifs des caractéristiques : les caractéristi-
ques des répondants au sondage, celles des quartiers de San Diego et celles des mots utilisés pour les décrire. La
technique cartographique d’auto-organisation a servi à réduire la dimensionnalité de ces espaces représentatifs aux fins
de l’exploration visuelle. Cette approche apporte plusieurs contributions importantes, qui démontrent notamment
« l’expansion » des travaux effectués dans les SIG qualitatifs. Sa productivité inclut des données expérientielles et une
approche analytique géovisuelle et réaffirme les multiples significations de la visualisation.

Mots clés : analyse géovisuelle, visualisation, données qualitatives, espaces représentatifs, San Diego, quartiers

I. Introduction

Geographers have long understood that different concep-

tualizations and representations of places have implica-

tions for knowledge produced about those places. The

conceptualization and representational strategies adopted

highlight particular aspects of places while obscuring others

(Harley 1989; Rocheleau 1995). Geovisual analytics, a re-

search program interested in the development and deploy-

ment of interactive suites of computational and visualiza-

tion technologies, has facilitated the development of novel

perspectives on spatio-temporal patterns and relationships,

typically based on observable, measurable attributes of

geographic features (Thomas and Cook 2005; Andrienko,

Andrienko, Demsar, and others 2010). In contrast, as

some who predominantly deal with qualitative data have
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noted, people’s experiences and actions in geographic

space are highly personal and characterized by differences

in perception, cognition, and affect. These differences are

informed by personal characteristics and background such

as age, level of education, or socio-economic status. Re-

cent theoretical engagements with place have thus argued

that while places may sometimes be conceptualized and

represented numerically in an aggregate manner, equal

attention should be paid to the factors contributing to

people’s subjective experience of place and the associated

complex interplay of individual attributes and momentary

impression.

This article seeks to bridge the gap between the data that

are typically engaged in geovisual analytics and more

personal, experiential forms of knowledge by accentuating

the distinct topologies of place formulated when visualiz-

ing personal impressions. Aligned with work on qualita-

tive GIS, the work presented here expands the types of

conceptual approaches taken within geovisual analytics.

We accomplish this by distinguishing among a series of

different attribute spaces, with particular consideration of

people’s mediated experience of place. The concept of

attribute space adopted here aims to encompass the sets

of attributes, qualities, and characteristics that describe a

place, person, or mediated experience. The resulting high-

dimensional models become the basis for expressing the

location of individual entities and for expressing rela-

tionships among multiple entities through computational

measures of similarity. Dimensionality reduction and

spatial layout techniques, like the self-organizing map

(SOM) method, allow the transformation of these high-

dimensional spaces into low-dimensional geometries suit-

able for visual depiction (Skupin and Fabrikant 2003;

Skupin and Agarwal 2008). While attribute spaces can be

comprised of any sort of quality or characteristic of a

group of objects, the SOM method has been used mostly

within the geovisual analytics framework to explore aggre-

gate attributes, such as census data or crime statistics, to

the exclusion of the more personal ways in which people

experience places. Our project juxtaposes traditional SOM-

based depiction of census data with attribute spaces derived

from people’s mediated experience of geographic locales

as well as people’s background attributes.

The broader study reported here involves the generation

and visual exploration of five different SOMs, using data

gathered by an online map and video interface, and

census data for neighbourhoods in the city of San Diego.

By gathering both census data and research subjects’ im-

pressions of mediated neighbourhoods, different concep-

tualizations of place are contrasted to highlight the com-

plexities inherent in place representations. This study

builds on previous geovisual analytics work that concep-

tualized places and people as existing in high-dimensional

attribute spaces. By thinking through the different attri-

bute spaces in which places, people, and their utterances

exist, this project questions the incompatibility of attri-

bute spaces gathered from the census and those gathered

from people’s mediated experience. With the help of

dimensionality reduction, the study elaborates three high-

dimensional spaces constructed from the attributes of

neighbourhoods, subjects’ mediated experience of those

neighbourhoods, and subjects’ personal attributes.

The following section reviews literature related to the

emerging field of qualitative geographic information sys-

tems (GIS). Researchers engaging qualitative GIS seek to

open GIS to qualitative modes of representation and anal-

ysis, which have not traditionally had a strong presence in

GIS more broadly. This discussion situates the current

project within literatures that seek to more fully account

for qualitative data in existing technologies. The second

section illustrates that the geovisual analytics literature has

highlighted important aspects of place through numeric

and summative data but to the exclusion of more personal

aspects of place experience, such as emotion and personal

connections to places. This is not to denigrate the impor-

tance of quantitatively inclined work; in fact, the current

article blurs the dubious boundary between quantitative

and qualitative data. Rather, this article visualizes personal

impressions of neighbourhoods to accentuate the different

conceptualizations and representations of places that result

in distinct topological relations between the places, and

to accentuate potentially productive ways in which a high-

dimensional framework can be used to explore different

attribute spaces. As visualization is never purely quantita-

tive, geovisual analytics is already well on its way toward

this goal. The third section details the methodology used

to gather, represent, and analyze the data set procured

for the current project and is followed by a discussion of

how we engage high-dimensional attribute space, largely

based on the SOM method. The results illustrate both the

potential of geovisual analytics to engage with qualitative

epistemologies vis-à-vis qualitative GIS and the kinds of

knowledge this approach may help produce. We argue

that SOMs can be used to represent and explore the com-

plex, high-dimensional attribute spaces related to personal

impressions of places and that these form topologies quite

distinct from attribute spaces of census and other common

quantitative data sources.

II. Qualitative Knowledges and Geographic
Technologies

Efforts to incorporate personal expressions, impressions,

and emotions in a predominantly computational environ-

ment find immediate resonance in qualitative GIS. Although

geographers have conducted mixed-methods research for

decades, the representation and analysis of qualitative data

within geographic information systems (GIS) has only

recently become a major concern of researchers and prac-

titioners. Qualitative here is defined not simply as non-
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numeric but also richly contextual, personally experienced,

and expressed in nuanced personal terms (Elwood and

Cope 2009); in other words, qualitative refers to episte-

mology as well as data type. Partly responding to early cri-

tiques of GIS as a quantitative, positivist, and corporatist

technology, researchers have developed ways of opening

GIS to alternative epistemologies and situated knowledges

(Sheppard 2005). These are constituted by the everyday

experiences and knowledge through which people approach

and utilize technologies. In this manner, the genealogy of

qualitative GIS can be drawn to the critical GIS debates of

the 1990s (Wilson 2009) and feminist GIS (e.g., Kwan

2002a). For all the diversity in particular approaches to

this engagement with GIS, the overarching corpus of work

seeks to position qualitative knowledge and experience

of places alongside the numeric summative attributes of

places.

Jung and Elwood (2010) have argued that qualitative GIS

research typically falls into one of three categories: trans-

forming qualitative data into a form easily represented

cartographically, hyperlinking from GIS-based objects to

external qualitative data artifacts, and modifying existing

technologies on the software level to more readily handle

qualitative data. Extending GIS in these ways is thought

to benefit from a combination of qualitative and quantita-

tive forms of reasoning. Whereas GIS is commonly – if

mistakenly – understood to be best suited for quantitative

representation and analysis, some working with qualita-

tive data have productively contended that GIS can be

conceptualized as a qualifying and qualitatively enabled

technology (Kwan 2002b; Pain and others 2006). These

lines of reasoning seek to show on the one hand how

quantification can obscure the contexts and nuance through

which people experience their environments but on the

other how GIS can embed quantitative data with this

richness.

The importance of explicitly integrating qualitative or

qualified data with GIS stems from at least three concerns.

First, reflecting longstanding methodological debates, qual-

itative data are seen as preserving much of the rich con-

textual information that may be lost in a purely quantita-

tive study. In a community planning context in Humboldt

Park, Chicago, Elwood (2009) effectively used qualitative

data to visualize the tension between residents’ percep-

tions of their neighbourhood and official administrative

neighbourhoods. Elsewhere, Elwood (2006) has shown

that even where quantitative data are mapped, they often

must be understood in terms that lie outside the map. For

instance, GIS-based mapping of vacant lots in Humboldt

Park could be understood as needs narratives, a conclusion

understood only in terms of the supplementary interview

data collected.

A second impetus for the incorporation of qualitative data

in GIS stems from the difficulty of much research-generated

data to be represented quantitatively. Since different forms

of data may represent distinct epistemological approaches

to knowledge, greater diversity in knowledge representa-

tion, analysis, and synthesis may lead to more productive

scholarship (Lawson 1995; Pavlovskaya 2006). The meth-

odological challenge for GIS research, then, is to think

about the dynamics and processes that may lie outside

the purview of quantitative representational capacities.

For instance, qualitative GIS has incorporated images,

sketches, perceptions, and hypothetical scenarios – none

of which have traditionally been considered ‘‘data’’ for

GIS purposes (Al-Kodmany 2000; Matthews, Detwiler,

and Burton 2005; Brown and Knopp 2008).

The third impetus lies in the political potential of inte-

grating qualitative data in GIS. Feminist GIS in particular

has emphasized the many different place-based experiences

possible across different social groups and the particular

representational strategies that may convey some of these

experiences (Kwan 2002a; McLafferty 2005). Qualitative

GIS, through its combination of quantitative and qualita-

tive representations of these experiences, is most able to

capture the ways in which experiences can be represented.

As one example, Knigge and Cope describe how grounded

visualization, through its juxtaposition of quantitative and

qualitative data, can ‘‘build on the robust capacities of

ethnographic and GIS techniques to . . . produce rigorous

results and present them in ways that are not oppressive

or overly exploitive’’ (Knigge and Cope 2006, 2035). Fur-

ther, qualitative GIS has the potential to dislodge many

of the ontological assumptions about social process; by

representing relationships, emotion, gender, and class,

qualitative GIS can be used to emphasize the more per-

sonal, dynamic ways people interact with space and with

each other (Kwan 2002b; Pavlovskaya 2006).

If the discussion above seems to inadvertently construct

an artificial binary relationship between quantitative and

qualitative methods, it is worth noting that many within

GIS have questioned the extent to which geographic tech-

nologies such as GIS are inherently quantitative or quali-

tative (Schuurman 2000). Much work in critical GIS has

sought to break down this way of thinking, showing the

personal narratives and knowledges that can be represented

in GIS (Kwan 2002b). Indeed, as Pavlovskaya (2006) has

argued, rather than distinguishing between quantitative

and qualitative ‘‘toolboxes,’’ it is often more realistic and

analytically productive to think of a continuum along

which most researchers operate – and along which it is

possible to operate.

III. Geovisual Analytics

Geovisual analytics is characterized by the use of highly

interactive displays to facilitate visual thinking (MacEachren

and Kraak 2001; Andrienko and others 2007; Fabrikant

and Lobben 2009). Building on visual analytics more

broadly, the central problem geovisual analytics seeks to
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address is how to visualize large, complex geographic data

sets in a manner that is cognitively intuitive (MacEachren

and others 2004; Thomas and Cook 2005). Researchers

within this field are concerned with developing such tools

and approaches, as well as using these interfaces to generate

(rather than merely confirm) hypotheses. Within carto-

graphy, this has long been echoed in the broadening use

of maps, from static communication devices toward inter-

active exploratory platforms (MacEachren 1995). Rather

than presenting knowns, the visualization process involves

the exploration of unknowns; potential multiple meanings

and interpretations become central to the process (Dykes,

MacEachren, and Kraak 2005).

Another strong influence on the research program stems

from visualization’s intellectual lineage in scientific com-

puting and exploratory data analysis (Buckley, Gahegan,

and Clarke 2000; Hand, Mannila, and Smyth 2001;

McCormick, DeFant, and Brown 1987; Thomas and Cook

2005). Both fields emphasize computation to generate the

visualizations or extract meaningful patterns from data

sets. For geovisual analytics this heritage influences the

ways in which exploration of visual displays is under-

taken. For instance, exploration might work toward ex-

tracting meaningful patterns or more ‘‘accurately’’ glean-

ing a coherent process from complex data sets (Slocum

and others 2005, 45). At times human cognition and

perception is augmented with computationally extracted

patterns and the mobilization of several automated tool-

sets (Andrienko and others 2008; Andrienko, Andrienko,

Demsar, and others 2010). In this manner, although no

exclusion to qualitative data is implied, a qualitative epis-

temology may be elided.

Geovisual analytics emerged as the geographic counterpart

to visual analytics, a field at its outset concerned with

homeland security and terrorism risk management (Thomas

and Cook 2005; Andrienko, Andrienko, Demsar, and others

2010; Anselin 2012). As suggested above, visual analytics

and geovisual analytics have both moved beyond this

topical application area to use various techniques in facil-

itating visual thinking more broadly (Andrienko and

others 2007; Andrienko and others 2011; Keim and others

2010; Thomas and Cook 2006). Thus, although a rela-

tively newly delineated field, geovisual analytics borrows

many foundational concepts, motivations, methodologies,

and technologies from geographic visualization and geo-

graphic information science (Anselin 2012). In fact, one

might argue that geovisual analytics differs only from a

narrow reading of geographic visualization, in which the

latter purportedly lacks significant concern with sense-

making and knowledge construction.

Within geovisual analytics, disparate analytical concepts

have been developed to understand and theorize the rela-

tionships between visualized geographic objects (Yan and

Thill 2008). The particularly useful concept of attribute

spaces can be defined as the set of dimensions, or charac-

teristics, of a given group of objects or phenomena. For

instance, the attribute space of people may entail their

socioeconomic status, sex, religion, and other related

metrics. The attribute space of places may entail their

demographic characteristics, the impressions visitors have

of the place, or a place’s multiple histories. Early work

visualized places’ attribute spaces as comprised by census

data and places as temporally moving across this attribute

space as the demographic makeup of places shifted (Skupin

and Hagelman 2003). Following this, places’ attribute spaces

were extended to incorporate physical geographic data

such as climate, geology, and topography (Skupin and

Esperbé 2011). The present study mobilizes the concept

of attribute spaces again to inflect a geovisual analytics

project with concerns from critical human geography and

an attention to the politics of knowledge representation,

by looking at attribute spaces as comprised by personal

impressions of places.

The tension between computational pattern extraction

on the one hand, and the potential multiple meanings of

visualizations on the other, speaks to the potential pro-

ductive blending of epistemologies in geovisual analytics

(Crampton 2001). This tension is important to recognize

and broach because computation – and quantification

more broadly – often bears ‘‘objective’’ clout in relation

to more qualitative approaches. In spite of this potential,

geovisual analytics has primarily focused on quantitative

or quantified data and epistemologies. This focus is due

in part to its roots in cognitive science, scientific visualiza-

tion, and technology development. In contrast, data that

is qualitative, emotional, and experiential can enrich geo-

visual analytics by illuminating the many potential mean-

ings of geovisualizations.

The attribute space approach applied to qualitative, emo-

tional, and experiential epistemologies tends to generate

very high-dimensional spaces that are much more difficult

to visualize than the low-dimensional geometries and

topologies of traditional geographic visualization. A spe-

cific visualization method used in geovisual analytics, the

SOM, is particularly adept at visualizing these high-

dimensional spaces. As mentioned earlier, the SOM is a

spatialization technique enabling the visualization of large

and complex data sets (Skupin and Agarwal 2008). Com-

bining elements of dimensionality reduction – similar to

multidimensional scaling (MDS) and principal compo-

nents analysis (PCA) – and clustering similar to k-means,

the SOM allows the projection of high-dimensional data

into low-dimensional display space.1 Common geographic

metaphors such as ‘‘nearness’’ and ‘‘region’’ factor strongly

into the interpretation of SOMs. Compared to other

approaches, such as MDS and PCA, the method makes

efficient use of display space and more easily incorporates

very large, high-dimensional data sets (Skupin and Fabrikant

2003).
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SOMs have been used across many diverse geographic

applications (Agarwal and Skupin 2008) but in most cases

are attempts to extract patterns from, and produce knowl-

edge about, very large, complex data sets. Some have used

SOMs to analyze conference abstracts, showing how SOMs

can highlight relations between individual objects and the

entirety of the data set, while accentuating broad structures

and patterns in a ‘‘knowledge domain’’ (Skupin 2004;

Skupin and de Jongh 2005). In this case, the qualitative

data of conference or article abstracts are often used,

pointing to the ability of the SOM to handle this type of

data. Research using census and crime data (Skupin

2007; Andrienko, Andrienko, Bremm, and others 2010)

has demonstrated that SOMs can draw out strong rela-

tions between places, particularly when those relations

span across several attributes. Skupin and Esperbé (2011)

integrated physical-geographic and geologic attributes of

places to increase the diversity of attributes considered by

the SOM. Importantly, however, some have noted that the

process of visualizing espouses particular representational

and conceptual strategies that illuminate some processes

but may obfuscate others (Skupin 2009). Thus, while im-

portant lessons have been learned through these visualiza-

tions, topics such as emotion, subjectivity, and people’s

descriptions of places have not yet been explored in

geovisual analytics. Since this is a central way people expe-

rience places, it is important to recognize this as a valid

topic of interest to the field.

IV. Methodology

The project reported here recognizes the many ways places

can be represented in a technological environment. Where-

as in geovisual analytics places and people are often re-

presented by census-type metrics, people experience and

come to know places in more personal and qualitative

terms. To explore these place experiences, the concept

of high-dimensional attribute spaces is employed, with

dimensionality reduction operationalized through the SOM

method. The different type of data collected ultimately

represents places and their relationships differently, point-

ing to new productive means by which geovisual analytics

may engage this type of data. The visualizations presented

here are meant to illustrate the types of knowledge pro-

duction that can occur in this context.

Visualized here are attribute spaces derived from three

different data sets:

1. all 60 neighbourhoods within the city of San Diego,

2. subjects’ descriptions of neighbourhoods they viewed

in video form during an online survey, and

3. subjects’ personal characteristics.

Neighbourhoods are represented via two different attri-

bute spaces. One is based on population census data and

the other is derived from subjects’ utterances in response

to videos depicting particular neighbourhoods. This two-

pronged method highlights the different topologies be-

tween neighbourhoods that can emerge when considering

different forms of data. In other words, borrowing from

qualitative GIS, the relationships between neighbourhoods

that we observe in visualizations may shift depending

on the types of data represented. The descriptions and

the personal characteristics were captured in a two-part

online survey made available to students of San Diego

State University over the age of 18.

Those who chose to participate in the study first accessed

the survey website and then reported personal informa-

tion such as sex, age, religion, and socioeconomic status.

Other potentially useful information such as duration of

time spent at each neighbourhood was not asked, as it

would be significantly more difficult to acquire and less

directly comparable among all respondents. After answer-

ing these questions, they watched 12 one-minute videos of

neighbourhoods they chose from a geographic map of San

Diego (see Figure 1). Neighbourhoods correspond to the

60 Community Planning Areas (CPA) within the city,

Figure 1. Panel (a) shows the map of San Diego presented to respondents; when a red dot was clicked, the interface in
Panel (b) would show videos of that neighbourhood and allow respondents to describe the neighbourhood
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which generally match the commonly understood neigh-

bourhood structure of San Diego. One video for each

neighbourhood had been recorded beforehand and showed

the neighbourhood at certain times in the day: one near

noon and one in the evening. As each video played, the

respondents recorded their impressions of the neighbour-

hood, either by choosing from a list of nine predefined

terms or by typing their own descriptors (there were no

length restrictions for this option), or both. The nine pre-

defined terms were happy, sad, scary, fun, wealthy, anger-

ing, lovely, dirty, and clean. The first and last videos for

each respondent were discarded to account for a possible

maturation effect (Kirk 2004). With 150 students having

successfully completed the survey, there were a total of

1,500 video responses used for analysis.

The survey captured a static representation of a highly

dynamic process. Respondents’ descriptions would be

expected to reflect the conditions seen in the videos, such

as weather and precise filming location. Descriptions

would also be expected to reflect respondents’ familiarity

and tacit knowledge of that neighbourhood, as well as

their overall mood at the time of the survey and their

sociocultural background. Thus, while this study treats

the data as a static sample to visualize it, we acknowledge

the highly dynamic nature of the data.

The text and personal characteristics data sets went through

several processing steps to be usable as SOM input. Porter

stemming (Porter 1980) is used to reduce each word to its

stem (e.g., angrily and angering would both be reduced

to anger). To reduce disproportionate influence of the

more commonly chosen nine predefined terms, term fre-

quencies are normalized via TF*IDF (Salton 1989), which

increases the importance of infrequent terms, and then

scaled to a 0–1 range (Skupin and Agarwal 2008). The

result is an 80-dimensional attribute space for input to a

SOM. Meanwhile, subjects’ personal characteristics are

coded numerically and then likewise scaled to a 0–1

range, resulting in a 40-dimensional data set ready for

SOM training.

Next, census data are processed to reflect an approximate

viewshed for each video (Figure 2), to acquire a com-

parable representation of places in the study (Burns and

Skupin 2009). Each neighbourhood’s summary census

attributes should correspond to what one would expect

to see when travelling along the roads from which videos

were recorded. Under the assumption of a 100-foot field-

of-view, San Diego census blocks are intersected with a

100-foot buffer constructed around each section of road

along which videos had been collected. Each census block

contributes to its intersecting buffer attributes that are

weighted in proportion to the relative area size within the

buffer. For example, attributes of a block occupying half of

the buffer would be weighted at 50%. Weighted attributes

are then averaged across all captured census blocks for each

neighbourhood. Neighbourhood attributes then undergo

standardization (i.e., division by suitable attributes) and

normalization to a 0–1 range. The resulting data set con-

tains 57 neighbourhoods and 136 attributes, in a form

suitable for SOM training. Three neighbourhoods were

excluded, since according to the census, the areas captured

in the videos contained no population (Los Peñasquitos

Canyon Preserve, Miramar Air Station, Scripps Reserve).

The three data sets above aimed to capture personal char-

acteristics of the survey respondents and two different

conceptualizations of neighbourhoods. A fourth data set

is generated in which each utterance is assigned to the

respondent who originally used it. This results in an 80-

dimensional attribute space occupied by 150 subjects. A

fifth data set is arrived at by transposing the neighbour-

hood-utterance data set, such that 60 neighbourhoods

occupy a space defined by 60 different utterances.

The five data sets were used to train five distinct SOMs,

each with a particular topology and organization. Onto

each SOM, the input vectors used for neural network

training are overlaid, allowing visualization of relation-

ships between objects and the distribution of attributes

across the SOM. Point symbols representing input vectors

are placed at random locations within the two-dimen-

sional extent of the respective most similar SOM neuron.

This allows vectors sharing the same best-matching neuron

to remain visible, alleviating the problem of coincident

geometry frequently encountered in other SOM-based

visualizations (Skupin 2002). Esri ArcGIS was used to

produce GIS-compatible representation of all SOMs and

SOM-based overlays and to generate a series of visualiza-

tions.

Figure 2. Census data within 100-foot (30.48-m) buffer of video locations, transformed into neighbourhood-level data
ready for SOM training
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V. Visualizations and Discussion

As suggested above, this study involved three forms of

visualization. First, the SOM model itself is visualized,

allowing visual examination of each dimension – or com-

ponent plane – of the neural network. Second, the SOM

is used as a base map onto which objects were mapped.

Third, multiple attribute spaces are examined either by

juxtaposition or by simultaneously letting different sets of

attributes drive the geometry versus the symbology of a

spatialization.

The following sections illustrate both the potential of geo-

visual analytics to engage with qualitative data and the

kinds of knowledge this approach may help produce. In

what follows, five SOMs are presented and various strat-

egies for analyzing the visualizations are discussed. Two

of these SOMs represent neighbourhoods in two distinct

ways, two others represent people differently, and the last

SOM represents descriptions of places. Finally, we argue

that an approach based on the attribute space notion

can lead to effective representations and explorations of

the complex, high-dimensional attribute spaces related to

personal impressions of places and that these attribute

spaces form topologies quite distinct from those derived

from census data.

1. visualizations

Neighbourhoods – Census

Displaying a particular attribute at the level of individual

neurons is akin to typical single-attribute displays of choro-

pleth maps. Accordingly, Figure 3 shows a single dimen-

sion – population density – visualized in attribute space

and geographic space. On the left, the organization of the

SOM has been constructed based on all 136 dimensions,

but only one is showing. On the right is a standard choro-

pleth map, showing the population density in geographic

space. Again, both visualizations display one dimension of

many, the choropleth map showing one dimension in

geographic space, while the SOM component plane corre-

sponds to that same dimension in attribute space. The

SOM-based representation of the attribute tends to result in

smoother patterns, since the SOM attempts to preserve attri-

bute similarity. On the other hand, continuity in the geo-

graphic map would indicate possible spatial autocorrelation.

Note the similarity of places’ attributes in the two spaces.

Neighbourhoods falling in high population density areas

of attribute space also exhibit high population density in

the choropleth map, since both maps represent population

density, though in different spaces. Some cartographic

metaphors such as distance, clusters, and regions factor

strongly into the interpretation of the SOM. For instance,

the proximity of City Heights to Golden Hill and Normal

Heights in attribute space indicates that they are similar

across many attributes; in contrast, although College Area

shares population density characteristics with the other

three neighbourhoods, its distance from them suggests

that other characteristics were markedly different.

With a SOM constructed from such a large number of

attributes, continual engagement of the original 136-dimen-

sional space is important as one explores its two-dimen-

sional depiction. One approach is the U-matrix method

Figure 3. Panel (a) displays the population density phenomenon in attribute space as one component plane of the SOM,
plus k-means clustering of neurons (k ¼ 4) computed from all 136 attributes. Panel (b) displays the same phenomenon in
geographic space.
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(Ultsch 1993), which visualizes differences in local distor-

tion of high-dimensional relationships. But that method

leaves the explicit delineation of cluster boundaries to the

subjective choice of the analyst and is not capable of

detecting non-local distortions. A more desirable approach

would involve the strictly computational clustering of

neurons, irrespective of their two-dimensional arrange-

ment. To that end, neuron vectors were clustered using a

k-means approach and the result projected onto the two-

dimensional neuron lattice (Figure 3, left). Since this is

computed in a strictly aspatial manner, without concern

for neurons’ two-dimensional arrangement, the degree of

contiguity of the resulting two-dimensional cluster layout

can serve to validate the success of SOM training, beyond

what traditional validation approaches such as the quanti-

zation error are able to provide (Skupin and Esperbé 2011).

For the purposes of our study, the overlay of cluster boun-

daries is meant to serve as a type of reference system that

allows one to draw connections across multiple depictions

of the SOM. Three clusters dominate the space (numbers

1, 2, 3), while the fourth cluster contains only two neigh-

bourhoods.

In Figure 4, all 136 dimensions of the SOM are shown

side by side, together with the k-means cluster boundaries.

The full set of component planes is here provided to allow

readers to explore the distribution of attribute weights

Figure 4. The 136 component planes that combine to comprise the SOM, plus overlay of k-means clustering of neurons
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across all neurons. One might argue that it is problematic

to include such a large number of demographic variables,

given the amount of duplication. For example, we include

the overall proportion of the population aged 45–49 as

well as a further breakdown into men aged 45–49 and

women aged 45–49. The resulting component planes look

indeed very similar. Likewise, neighbourhoods with a high

proportion of people over age 65 also have large propor-

tions of people over age 85. But the inclusion of globally

correlated variables (e.g., overall age-group proportions

and gender-specific age-group proportions) is done in the

hopes of preserving interesting local patterns (e.g., those

occurring in connection with military and correctional

group quarters). Keep in mind also that there may be

surprising heterogeneity in global correlation. In addition,

the SOM method is less susceptible to the additive effects

of duplicative variables, due to its inherent focus on pre-

serving topological patterns instead of metric distance

relationships.

Inclusion of k-means cluster boundaries serves two pur-

poses – namely it helps to explain what causes these cluster

structures, and the broad cluster tessellation helps to

visually structure the continuous surface depiction of

neurons. Thus we can see that cluster 1, for example, is

characterized by lower population density, higher rate of

housing ownership, and higher percentage of people in

age cohorts 40–69 but with mostly two- to five-person

households and small percentage of non-Hispanic blacks.

Larger households, in both owner- and renter-occupied

categories, tend to be found in cluster 3, as are Hispanic

and black populations. Cluster 2 is meanwhile character-

ized by a relatively low number of children but elevated

rates of people in their twenties and early thirties (with

the exception of some neighbourhoods in the extreme

bottom-left corner of SOM) and a high percentage of

renter-occupied housing. Cluster 4 contains only the

Torrey Pines and Kearny Mesa neighbourhoods, which,

within the 100-foot buffer, are unique in that the video

for the former captured a shopping district in which only

seven people reside, and the latter video captured mostly a

juvenile detention centre.

Neighbourhoods – Utterances

In contrast to the analysis of census data, a SOM was

generated that expresses similarity of neighbourhoods in

terms of how people characterize their mediated experi-

ence of them. The ways in which people experience and

come to know places can result in distinct topologies be-

tween places. Whereas the previous visualization of census

data lends useful information about places and their rela-

tions to each other, the data represent neighbourhoods’

resident characteristics rather than the distinct experiences

one may have in those neighbourhoods. The rich contex-

tual and personal nature of emotions, experiences, and

descriptions lend themselves more readily to a fluid read-

ing of the map by encouraging the multiple meanings and

interpretations advocated by geovisual analytics. Figure 5

illustrates this distinction. As before, Figure 5 shows

another juxtaposition of attribute space and geographic

Figure 5. Neighbourhoods symbolized by the proportion of ‘‘clean’’ (light grey; online beige hue) descriptors to ‘‘dirty’’
(dark grey; online red hue) (Source: Burns and Skupin 2009). Panel (a) shows the phenomenon in attribute space with a
heavier distribution of ‘‘dirty’’ on the left side of the map, and Panel (b) shows the phenomenon in geographic space,
with ‘‘dirty’’ distributed more toward the south and far northwest.
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space, but here the organization has been derived from

the utterances people used to describe the neighbour-

hoods. Both maps display the same variable, and each

object in attribute space corresponds to a neighbourhood

in geographic space. In this visualization, the SOM model

– the composite of the component planes – has been

removed, leaving only the neighbourhoods that had been

mapped onto it. The pie chart for each neighbourhood

represents the ratio of times a neighbourhood was de-

scribed as ‘‘dirty’’ relative to ‘‘clean.’’ ‘‘Dirty’’ is represented

with the red hue and ‘‘clean’’ with the beige hue. Note that

these are 2 of the 80 total dimensions that contributed to

the training of this SOM.

This figure shows how the SOM, without ‘‘understand-

ing’’ semantics of the terms involved in training, tends to

separate unlike terms in its organization. This organiza-

tion here results because there was general agreement

among participants about whether a neighbourhood would

be described as ‘‘clean’’ or ‘‘dirty.’’ Also, neighbourhoods

with one of these descriptors tended to be described dif-

ferently overall from neighbourhoods described with the

opposite term. In other words, although a machine-based

system cannot grasp the qualitative nuance of these de-

scriptors, it can work through attribute spaces to render

the differences visually; the researcher may then discern

patterns. This figure additionally demonstrates people’s

impressions spatialized in both a geographic and a rela-

tional sense. One’s impression is geographical because of

its rootedness in a place; more complex, however, is how

one’s impressions of places are always shaped in relation

to other places. Although not explicitly displayed in Figure

5, people’s impressions of places are also always relational

to one’s own background, social standing, and perhaps

even their mood when experiencing a place. This partially

accounts for the fact that, to varying degrees, neighbour-

hoods are usually described as both dirty and clean, and

usually not exclusively one or the other.

Comparing different word classes lends insights into the

organization of the SOM and the survey respondents’

predominant descriptions of particular neighbourhoods.

Figure 6 juxtaposes two subjectively chosen classes of

words to compare how the SOM organization was influ-

enced by each class. In this figure, attention should be

directed toward comparing the broad structural and pattern

similarities and differences between the two panes, rather

than to interpreting individual bar charts. Since the two

visualizations in Figure 6 are based on the same SOM

model with different dimensions represented, direct com-

parisons between the dimensions are possible. This geo-

visual analytic strategy might show, for instance, linkages

between people’s descriptions of neighbourhoods and the

resulting SOM topology. The first class of words in Figure

6 comprises words that express indistinctive, indifferent

feelings while the second comprises words that express

feelings of comfort. Note that there is a strong discrepancy

on the left side where neighbourhoods were described fairly

commonly as ‘‘plain,’’ ‘‘average,’’ and ‘‘OK,’’ but very rarely

by any comforting words. Figure 7 is, again, the same SOM

model as in Figure 6, with different dimensions repre-

sented. Figure 7 shows words with negative connotations.

Where in Figure 6 indifferent words showed strong pres-

ence in the lower-left side of the map, neighbourhoods

described with negative-connoting stems such as ‘‘dirti’’

(i.e., dirty, dirtiness), ‘‘ghetto,’’ ‘‘poor,’’ and ‘‘danger’’ (i.e.,

Figure 6. Indifferent words in Panel (a) are clustered toward the bottom-left, while comforting words in Panel (b) are
more toward the right side of the map. Symbologies for both were derived from the same SOM.
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dangerous) were stronger on the left side of the map,

more commonly in the upper-left corner. The discre-

pancies between positive and indifferent words are not

seen in the upper-right-hand corner of the SOM, where

neighbourhoods were described as ‘‘plain’’ but also with

the stem ‘‘peac’’ (i.e., peaceful) and ‘‘comfort.’’ Again, the

peak of indifferent words in the middle-lower half of the

SOM becomes particularly interesting when seen in rela-

tion to Figure 7, where negative-connoting words group

largely to the left side of the map.

These visualizations illustrate strategies common to analy-

sis of SOMs. In this particular case, there seems to be

general agreement among research subjects about whether

a neighbourhood can be described in positive, negative, or

indifferent terms, since organization of these terms was

mostly strongly polarized. Thus far we have also seen two

ways of representing places, although these representa-

tions have been kept separated. Direct comparisons this

way are limited, since the SOMs are based on different

geometries. Comparing the attribute spaces may be under-

taken differently.

comparing attribute spaces

The discussion above showed how differences in the two

representations of neighbourhoods result in different

SOM topologies. As shown by Knigge and Cope (2006),

qualitative data in a visualization context has the potential

to lend new insights that complement quantitative mea-

sures of places. Here, the goal in comparing these repre-

sentations of places is to complement purely quantitative

representations of neighbourhoods. Two methods could

be engaged for this comparison: comparison through

Figure 7. The distribution of negative words is heavier on the left side of the map
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juxtaposition, and use of one attribute space to train the

SOM and another to symbolize objects mapped onto the

SOM. Figure 8 juxtaposes the two conceptualizations of

places. In the left pane is the SOM that has been trained

using census data, and in the right pane is the SOM

trained by people’s descriptions of the neighbourhoods.

The sets of markers in the figure highlight two common

processes. First, the three neighbourhood labels with

white text and black halos are three neighbourhoods with

similar census attributes and thus were organized close

together; in the right pane, they have spread to distant

sides of the map. This suggests that while they share similar

aggregate population attributes, people describe them very

differently. Second, the neighbourhood label with grey text

and a black halo highlights the centrality of Clairemont

Mesa in both SOMs, suggesting its probable average char-

acter: most of its qualities probably represent the mean

among all San Diego neighbourhoods.

The second method of comparing attribute spaces is to

train a SOM with one attribute space and derive its sym-

bology from another. Whereas the previous approach re-

lies on comparing two separate visualizations, the second

results in a single visualization that illustrates directly the

relations between the two attribute spaces. The second

approach also allows multiple component places of one

attribute space to be represented on another attribute

space’s geometry. This approach here relies on the com-

mon unit of a neighbourhood: neighbourhoods’ census

data can be used to organize the SOM and the neighbour-

hoods’ descriptions joined to the neighbourhoods for

symbolization. If a correlation exists between the two

attribute spaces, one would see distinct patterns emerge

in the symbology. Figure 9 shows such a correlation. The

SOM was trained by census values, but the symbology was

derived from subjects’ characterization of observed neigh-

bourhood videos. Pastel hues have been used to denote

positive words, while heavily saturated hues denote nega-

tive words. The size of the pie chart represents the number

of times that neighbourhood’s video was watched. Note

that while significant variation exists in the distribution

of hues, one can see distinctive regions emerge: many

neighbourhoods with a strong minority presence have

been organized to the bottom-right-hand corner of the

map, an area that is dominated by negative descriptions.

Another cluster of negative words appears further toward

the top, near neighbourhoods that are sparsely populated

and largely undeveloped. Positive descriptions stretch across

the middle of the SOM with a few scattered throughout and

are mostly beach neighbourhoods and neighbourhoods

in the geographic north of San Diego – these northern

neighbourhoods also being high-income suburban places.

In this visualization geography, census attributes and per-

sonal impressions of neighbourhoods can be seen inter-

acting on several levels.

Cross-symbolizing allows one to see interactions of multi-

ple attribute spaces. Particular qualities of one attribute

space may become more prominent when symbolized

with another, and vice versa. These cross-symbolizations

show that while some similarities exist between attribute

spaces, they represent different aspects of places and result

in distinct topologies between places. As we have explored

personal descriptions of places, it may be useful to visualize

the people themselves, to see personal characteristics and

the utterances they used to describe the neighbourhoods

we have visualized.

Figure 8. Juxtaposing two conceptualizations of neighbourhoods. Note the proximity of Mira Mesa, Peninsula, North
Park, and Clairemont Mesa in Panel (a) and the dispersion of North Park and Mira Mesa in Panel (b)
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Subjects – Personal Attributes

Exploring SOMs related to survey respondents’ personal

characteristics reveals insights into the relations among re-

spondents and the degree to which certain characteristics

correlate with others. Visualizing subjects may also present

a more complex understanding of neighbourhoods, since

it is the subjects producing the descriptions; in other

words, the descriptions have direct links to individual

subjects. Essential to a qualitative approach, attention must

be paid to the subjects contributing the descriptions. This

is important to consider because who participates in the

study and who describes the neighbourhoods has implica-

tions for the ways the neighbourhoods are described. Note

that the topology for this SOM is derived from a different

data set than the two described above. This makes direct

comparison of the SOMs impossible. The SOM trained

by subjects, where the dimensions come from their per-

sonal attributes, gives information about the subjects them-

selves rather than neighbourhoods. As mentioned earlier,

this data set comes from the information respondents

reported about themselves.

Figure 10 shows two representations of the same SOM,

the left pane showing subjects symbolized by both sex

and by religion and the right pane showing subjects sym-

bolized by their socioeconomic status and year in school.

In this figure, we observe survey respondents being sorted

Figure 9. A SOM organized by census data and symbolized by utterances. Saturated hues represent negative utterances
and pastel hues represent positive utterances. The size of the pie chart represents the number of times that neighbour-
hood’s video was watched.
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along four dominant registers. First, the relative homo-

geneity of the right half of the left pane suggests that

those who reported ‘‘Christian’’ as their religion tended

to share other characteristics in common among them-

selves, characteristics not as often shared with those re-

porting a religion other than Christianity. In other words,

if one’s religion was Christian, we would likely see other

characteristics in common among Christians. Second, sex

acts as an axis of difference. In the left pane, men tend to

fall in the middle of the SOM, with women falling on

either side. This has the double effect of allowing men of

all religions to be placed near each other and of forming

the transition from Christianity to other religions. This

can be explained as partly the result of men sharing more

qualities in common with other men than with women.

Third, the right pane shows a marked axis of freshmen

and sophomores in the bottom-right and juniors, seniors,

and graduate students in the upper-left half of the SOM.

Nearly all graduate students coalesce to form an exclusive

zone in the upper-left corner, and seniors form the adja-

cent exclusive zone. As before, this indicates that one’s

year in school serves as a useful predictor for other shared

characteristics. Fourth, there are two distinct clusters of

those who reported high socioeconomic status. The most

prominent of these is in the upper-left corner of the right

pane. This cluster consists solely of graduate students. The

second cluster is toward the bottom-left of the SOM and

consists of those from every other level in school. The

separation of these clusters suggests that graduate students

with a high socioeconomic status shared few other char-

acteristics in common with others at different academic

levels and high socioeconomic status.

Subjects – Utterances

Visualizing subjects based on their personal characteristics

shows the kinds of people that participated in the survey;

in contrast, we can say less about the subjects when we

visualize them by the words they used. A SOM of re-

spondents organized by the words they used reveals a

strong diversity in terms, this diversity being typical across

all subjects regardless of personal characteristics. In fact,

one would expect this to be the case, since each respon-

dent presumably could have watched videos of different

neighbourhoods. Thus, two respondents with different

personal characteristics may have used identical vocabu-

lary, and vice versa. Since this SOM is organized by the

words one used, and not the neighbourhoods described

by those words, this SOM gives insight only into the

vocabulary used by subjects; unsurprisingly, this vocabulary

did not significantly vary along lines of subjects’ personal

characteristics.

Figure 11 illustrates these challenges involved in extracting

meaningful information from a SOM where subjects were

organized by the utterances they used. Symbology is

derived by joining the subjects’ personal characteristics to

these objects, although these characteristics did not con-

tribute to the SOM training. In other words, one attribute

space was used for SOM training and a second attribute

space used for symbolization. For more easy comparison,

Figure 11 shares the same symbology schemata as Figure

10. Whereas in Figure 10 one can observe the organiza-

tion of subjects by their personal characteristics, Figure

11 shows that these personal characteristics had little

impact on the vocabulary used throughout the study.

Figure 10. Survey respondents tended to divide along registers of religion and level in school. In Pane (a), men contained
the boundary between Christians and those of other religions, while in Pane (b) graduate students with high socio-
economic status diverged from others with this status.
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No conspicuous patterns exist in this SOM, and this

randomness indicates a lack of correlation among the

two attribute spaces (SOM organization and object sym-

bolization).

Visualizing subjects by their personal characteristics tells

us more about the subjects than when we visualize them

by their utterances. Since respondents were allowed to

describe neighbourhoods openly and view any neighbour-

hood, we would not expect an individual’s descriptions en

masse to differ significantly from another’s. If, however,

each respondent had viewed the same neighbourhoods

and chosen only from a list of predefined terms, more

significant variation may have been visible.

Utterances – Neighbourhoods

The final SOM was of the individual words, organized by

the neighbourhoods described by those words. For every

word, its attribute space was the set of neighbourhoods it

described. This is the transpose of the SOM where neigh-

bourhoods were organized by their descriptors. We would

expect this SOM to show a topological relationship be-

tween terms that may correspond with a general under-

standing of the terms (e.g., nice is near lovely) or present

unexpected relations. The interest in this visualization

stems from its mapping of the discourse (used broadly)

used in describing the neighbourhoods. This will make

visible all the terms used in the survey and show another

way of thinking about the relationship between utterances

and places. Since this visualization is the transpose of

the SOM where neighbourhoods were organized by their

descriptions, they could be similar; differences would be

of particular interest.

Figure 12 shows the utterances mapped onto the SOM,

with the SOM model removed. The nine predefined terms

have been symbolized with a star to accentuate their loca-

tion. This figure shows the resulting organization of the

terms but not the topological network underlying them.

Interestingly, the nine predefined terms fall relatively near

each other, with seemingly contradictory terms organized

close together. Aside from these terms, a predictable layout

has emerged in this SOM. A look at the underlying SOM

model can provide an explanation of why, among the 80

total utterances mapped, these 9 terms can be located near

each other.

Figure 13 shows the model for this SOM, with 10 of the

60 total dimensions symbolized for each neuron of the

SOM. Note the sharp change in pie charts between the

seemingly opposite of the nine predefined terms. This

marked shift indicates a break in the topological similarity

between individual terms and, as mentioned above, nuances

the general principle that nearness suggests similarity.

While nearness can be suggestive of similarity, the topo-

logical structure of the SOM is a more accurate indicator.

The neighbourhood dimensions have been symbolized by

relative geography in the city, with the green hues being

northern neighbourhoods, orange symbolizing central

neighbourhoods, and blue-yellow-red symbolizing south-

ern neighbourhoods. La Jolla, in pink, is also a northern

neighbourhood but less forested than the other three,

which are largely undeveloped in the videos. In Figure

13, most of the terms signifying undeveloped space (e.g.,

spaciou, quiet, natur) have amalgamated in the lower half,

centre of the SOM. The central neighbourhoods form dis-

tinct regions in the upper-left-hand corner and around

the stems ‘‘excit’’ and ‘‘danger.’’ Most notable, however, is

Figure 11. Personal characteristics had little impact on the vocabulary used by respondents. The distribution of
respondents’ personal characteristics appears to be more or less random in both Panels (a) and (b).
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the indication that southern neighbourhoods most strongly

appear near negative stems such as ‘‘poor’’ and ‘‘scary.’’

VI. Conclusions

Places can be conceptualized and represented with a

multitude of attributes. Metrics exist to capture different

empirical representations of places, and different theo-

retical approaches have been developed to explain how

particular conceptualizations mask processes made visible

by others. Qualitative GIS has made explicit this tension

and has sought to engage multiple forms of spatial reason-

ing. That research has also suggested that mixed methods

research may productively lend insights into people’s

knowledge of their environments. Our project visualizes

the intersections between these multiple attribute spaces

and distinct conceptualizations of San Diego neighbour-

hoods. By questioning the relationship between personal

characteristics and perceptions of places, we borrow in-

sights from critical geographic theory and mixed methods,

applying them in a geovisual analytics context.

This hybrid approach – working with qualitative descrip-

tions in a visualization environment – opens new possi-

bilities for both geovisual analytics and those working

with qualitative data. First, this approach can ‘‘scale up’’

what is possible in qualitative research, as compared to

the relatively small data sets that have typically been dealt

with. While GIS typically involves visual and computa-

tional analysis of a limited number of dimensions, the

Figure 12. Utterances here are organized by the neighbourhoods each utterance describes. The nine pre-chosen words
have halos, and show a small amount of clustering.
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approach discussed here allows working with multi-

faceted, high-dimensional data sets.

Second, this approach complements quantitatively driven

geovisual analytics research by offering potential geovisual

analytics engagements with qualitative data. Analyzing qual-

itative data allows the researcher to preserve the nuanced

terms with which people describe their perceptions, expe-

riences, and knowledge. According to the qualitative GIS

literature, this richness is not easily retained through

quantification. Our work demonstrates that approaches

borrowed from information science, such as for repre-

senting and transforming text data, can be helpful. Inte-

grating qualitative data also allows the researcher to move

from abstract metrics such as census data to data grounded

in individual backgrounds and lived experiences. More

broadly, qualitative data can enrich the ways geovisual

analytics explores geographic phenomena by illuminating

a different empirical slice of reality.

Third, this hybrid approach accentuates the potential mul-

tiple meanings of visualizations. Since the current project’s

qualitative data reflects personal characteristics as well as

complex understandings of San Diego neighbourhoods,

the nature of the data lends itself to multiple analyses

and engagements. Influences on SOM organization come

from information gathered in the survey, such as personal

backgrounds and characteristics, but also factors outside

the data gathered in the survey, such as nuance in seman-

tics and familiarity with the areas. Since this survey queried

only 150 San Diego State University students, the diversity

of backgrounds and perspectives is more limited than what

Figure 13. Ten dimensions of the SOM where utterances’ geometries are determined by the neighbourhoods described
with that utterance. This figure shows a sharp division between negative and positive pre-chosen stems and a slight
clustering in the lower left of words denoting undeveloped space.
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might be expected in a larger-scale study; still, the amount

of diversity in the present study has demonstrated poten-

tially multiple meanings to each visualization. As shown

here, multiple meanings emerge largely due to the combi-

nation of qualitative data, quantitative data, and attribute

space notions. These meanings become more refined in

the process of engaging the visualizations’ environments,

supporting a continual re-examination of detected patterns.

In addition, neighbourhoods’ attribute spaces visualize

differently when looking only at census data or only at

qualitative data, leading researchers to detect different re-

lations between neighbourhoods. We can efficiently ob-

serve these distinctions through juxtaposed visualization

and cross-symbolization, both techniques being easily exe-

cuted with SOMs.

This study’s limitations point to productive future research

possibilities. First, all research subjects were San Diego State

University students over the age of 18. Although the survey

was held openly online and was marketed widely across the

campus, the subjects represent a relatively homogeneous

sample that may not be generalizable. Future studies might

benefit from a larger and more diverse sample. Second,

further studies might investigate additional interactions

between attribute spaces. For instance, beyond the scope

of this study was the influence a person’s personal charac-

teristics might have on the utterances they use. One

potential question that could guide this research – left

unanswered here – is how the presented approach could

potentially skew, distort, or mislead our understanding

of how people’s personal characteristics and background

affect their impression of mediated experience of geo-

graphic space. Third, exploring these additional attribute

space interactions would be made much simpler with

higher levels of interactivity. The current trend toward

highly interactive and integrated visualization software

environments within geovisual analytics might be useful

to this potential work. Fourth, while our data sets captured

a static glimpse of survey respondents’ impressions of

neighbourhoods, future research could add rich complexity

to such data sets by treating impressions as dynamic and

rapidly changing affective responses to the neighbour-

hoods represented. Fifth, generalizable lessons from our

study are necessarily limited by its geographic scope, using

data on only 60 neighbourhoods within a single city. In

fact, use of the SOM method may be considered overkill

and alternative dimensionality reduction techniques could

be considered, such as multidimensional scaling. But that

situation dramatically changes for much larger data sets

involving multivariate attributes for perhaps hundreds or

thousands of geographic regions. For example, SOM has

already proven to be scalable to a data set of all 200,000-

plus census block groups (Skupin 2009). That can lead

to novel geometries, in particular when combined with

multivariate clustering techniques, which have been a

mainstay of geovisual analytics. The promise of that ap-

proach is to make it possible to consider and directly

compare neighbourhoods in different cities. Finally, when

much larger and more diverse groups of individuals are

then given an opportunity to share their personal and

mediated experiences of these diverse locations in a

crowd-sourced manner – perhaps using a Mechanical

Turk methodology – our conceptual approach intersect-

ing the high-dimensional attribute spaces of places and

people can indeed converge toward a qualitatively enriched

geovisual analytics approach to the human experience.
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